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TESTED IN THE

WHITE MOUNTAINS

We call New Hampshire our home, and can’t think of many places better than The Granite 

State for bringing our jackets to life. Mountains, lakes, streams, and ocean coastlines all meet 

in this East Coast mecca for outdoor recreation, and these playgrounds are the driving force 

behind the inspiration that breathes life into every item that leaves our doors.

Terracea was born from the idea that winter gear should be exceptional on the slopes – yet 

still be functional enough to keep up as you move through any type of adventure. Whether that 

be a winter summit push or an icy New England commute, your jacket should work as hard 

as you do instead of being reserved for a single occasion.  To us, designing the perfect jacket 

means something different – we want our gear to stand out more for not being noticed than 

for being the focus of your day. We pour hours into maximizing the comfort, stretch, and utility 

of our gear with the idea of being your silent partner on deep powder days, and bitter cold 

commutes alike.
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MEN’S
HELICON

2L INSULATED SKI JACKET

THE DETAILS The jacket concept that started it all – designed for skiers chasing deep 

powder on the coldest days of the season, we like to think of the Helicon 

as your invisible partner on and off the slopes. Premium warmth, comfort, 

and waterproofing perfectly blend with a clean, streamlined design that 

you’ll almost forget you have on. 

Thinking about calling it quits early on cold New England days? Sub-zero 

temps don’t stand a chance against the Thermal-Mapped Primaloft Silver 

Performance Insulation, while features like Built-In Stretch, a Powder Skirt, 

and Hidden Chest Pockets ensure comfort and utility as you race to grab 

one more turn.

The Helicon is strong enough to keep you warm on windy lift rides, yet 

built with materials that won’t hold you back on the slopes. The two-layer 

design offers a unique approach to the snow, and allows movement 

and flexibility where other jackets fail. Go ahead and chase powder all 

season long – the Helium will be your perfect companion for it all. 

»  Waterproofing - 20,000mm

»  Breathability - 20,000 g/m²

»  Waterproof 2-Layer Fabric with  

    PWC-Free DWR Treatment

»  Zippered RFID Pass Pocket

»  Fully Seam-Sealed

»  Two-Way Waterproof YKK 

    AquaGuard Coil®  Front Zipper

»  Primaloft® Silver Eco Performance

   Insulation 80g Body / 60g Sleeves

»  Dual Hand-Warmer Pockets

»  Dual Chest Pockets

»  Lycra Wrist Gaiters w/ Reinforced Thumb Holes

»  Internal Mesh Drop Pockets

»  Powder Skirt

»  Helmet-Compatible Hood

»  Elastic Hem Adjusters

»  Articulated sleeves for optimal mobility

TECH SPECS

NOTES THE DETAILS The jacket concept that started it all. Built to be a champion on the 

coldest – and deepest – powder days, the Camara truly is your invisible 

partner on the slopes. Exceptional comfort, warmth, and waterproofing 

perfectly blend together to create a streamlined design that you’ll almost 

forget you have on. Bitter cold wind chills are no match for the Camara’s  

Thermal-Mapped Primaloft Silver Insulation, and features like Built-In 

Stretch, a Powder Skirt, and Hidden Chest Pockets ensure comfort and 

utility as you take yet another run through powder-filled trees.

Crafted with skiers in mind, the Camara is designed to keep you warm 

from the lift to the slopes, yet built with materials that don’t hold you back. 

The two-layer construction allows movement and flexibility where other 

jackets fail, and meticulous design allows you to stay out longer with 

thoughtful features made for convenience. 

Conquer the resort from open to close – the Camara will be your perfect 

companion for it all.

NOTES

WOMEN’S
CAMARA

2L INSULATED SKI JACKET

TECH SPECS

 
  Everfrost Blue

AVAILABLE COLORS

 
  Leaf Green

 

  Lunar Grey

»  Waterproofing - 20,000mm

»  Breathability - 20,000 g/m²

»  Waterproof 2-Layer Fabric with  

    PWC-Free DWR Treatment

»  Zippered RFID Pass Pocket

»  Fully Seam-Sealed

»  Two-Way Waterproof YKK 

    AquaGuard Coil®  Front Zipper

»  Primaloft® Silver Eco Performance

   Insulation 80g Body / 60g Sleeves

»  Dual Hand-Warmer Pockets

»  Dual Chest Pockets

»  Lycra Wrist Gaiters w/ Reinforced Thumb Holes

»  Internal Mesh Drop Pockets

»  Powder Skirt

»  Helmet-Compatible Hood

»  Elastic Hem Adjusters

»  Articulated sleeves for optimal mobility

AVAILABLE COLORS
 

  Leaf Green
 
  Cabernet Red

 

  Spectral Teal
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WOMEN’S
ILEX

INSULATED 2L SKI PANTS

TECH SPECS

»  Waterproofing - 20,000mm

»  Breathability - 20,000 g/m²

»  Waterproof 2-Layer Construction

    with PWC-free DWR Treatment

»  YKK AquaGuard® Coil Zippers

»  40g Primaloft® Silver Eco 

   Performance Insulation        

»  Dual Zippered External Hand-Warmer Pockets

»  Rear Zippered Pocket with Magnetic Flap Closure

»  External Velcro® Waist Adjustments

»  Zippered Inner Thigh Vents

»  Articulated Knees For Improved Flexibility 

   Flexibility and Mobility

»  Pant Cuff with Adjustable Over Boot or

    Binding Fit with Zippered Hem Gussets

»  Fully Seam-Sealed

AVAILABLE COLORS

THE DETAILS Your go-to pants for when the temperature drops – the Delphi make even the 

coldest of mid-season days comfortable, warm, and perfect for the slopes.

Built for skiers who don’t want to be held back by the cold, Delphi strikes 

the ideal balance between keeping your legs warm in deep powder, while 

also paying mind to the places where your body naturally heats up while 

skiing or riding. Utilizing our favorite Primaloft Silver Performance Insulation, 

the pants are incredibly lightweight and surprisingly streamlined while still 

providing the perfect amount of warmth for chilly Killington days. The Delphi 

uses a unique two-layer construction that provides exceptional breathability 

and ensures you stay dry no matter the conditions. Added features like Inner 

Thigh Vents, Fully Sealed Seams, and Adjustable Over the Boot Pant Cuffs 

make these the ultimate insulated ski or riding pants for deep storms and 

gusty winter days. 

Don’t let the cold stop you from earning turns – the Delphi are your go-to 

mid-season pants for the deepest powder and steepest runs.

NOTES THE DETAILS Don’t let single digit temperatures stop you from getting after it on the 

mountain. Ilex is the master of warmth and designed for skiers and riders 

who want to embrace every cold powder day of the season.

Constructed with a unique two-layer design, the Ilex utilizes Primaloft 

Silver Performance Insulation to create a lightweight ski pant with a flattering 

fit, streamlined design, and maximum warmth on the coldest days. The 

pants strike the perfect balance of insane warmth for deep winter storms, 

yet respect the places where your body naturally heats up on the slopes. 

Ilex is unmatched when it comes to breathability, and provides leak proof 

waterproofing no matter how heavy the snow. Added features like Inner 

Thigh Vents, Fully Sealed Seams, and Adjustable Over the Boot Pant Cuffs 

make these the go-to insulated pants for a mid-season day on the slopes.

Never miss a powder day again – Ilex will keep you warm, comfortable, 

and racing for one more run even when the temperature dips down.

NOTES

MEN’S
DELPHI

INSULATED 2L SKI PANTS

TECH SPECS

»  Waterproofing - 20,000mm

»  Breathability - 20,000 g/m²

»  Waterproof 2-Layer Construction

    with PWC-free DWR Treatment

»  YKK AquaGuard® Coil Zippers

»  40g Primaloft® Silver Eco 

   Performance Insulation        

»  Dual Zippered External Hand-Warmer Pockets

»  Rear Zippered Pocket with Magnetic Flap Closure

»  External Velcro® Waist Adjustments

»  Zippered Inner Thigh Vents

»  Articulated Knees For Improved Flexibility 

   Flexibility and Mobility

»  Pant Cuff with Adjustable Over Boot or

    Binding Fit with Zippered Hem Gussets

»  Fully Seam-Sealed

AVAILABLE COLORS

 
  Lunar Grey

 
  Cepheus Brown

 
  London Navy

 
  Osyrus Black

 
  Majolica Blue

 
  Osyrus Black
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SUSTAINABILITY 
IS WEAVED INTO
THE FABRIC OF 
WHO WE ARE

In an effort to minimize our environmental 

footprint, we prioritize using materials like C0 

fluoropolymer-free DWR – which omits chemicals 

that are harmful to both humans and arctic wildlife, 

without compromising performance.

Our gear is designed to be strong enough to 

hold up for a long life spent with owners across 

multiple generations. This extended lifespan helps 

keep landfills empty.

We develop gear that can seamlessly used 

through multiple types of adventures and needs 

to be replaced less frequently, which in turn 

eliminates the environmental costs that come 

with increased production, like water, energy, 

waste, and shipping impacts.

Men’s Sorrel – page 10
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MEN’S
SORREL

3L SHELL SKI JACKET

TECH SPECS WOMEN’S
TRILLIUM

3L SHELL SKI JACKET

TECH SPECS

THE DETAILS Designed for resort skiers and riders who want to get more out of their jacket, 

the Sorrel is your seamless companion on the slopes and beyond. Superior 

breathability and waterproofing meet a quiet, well balanced jacket that’s 

ideal for a smooth transition from the lift line to a snow covered hiking trail or 

deer stand. Built with versatility in mind, the Sorrel is your go-to for whiteout 

conditions, spring bluebird days, and every type of weather in between.

The Sorrel utilizes a sleek aesthetic, while still prioritizing performance and 

cutting edge technology. Our one-of-a-kind Magnetic Storm Flap is designed 

to keep the cold out, and added features such as a Powder Skirt, Wrist Gaiters, 

and Articulated Sleeves provide versatility and comfort both on and off the 

slopes. Add in a helmet compatible hood and fully sealed seams, and you have 

a jacket that is built to withstand a winter full of deep powder and long trails. 

Why limit yourself to just one winter sport? The Sorrel is well designed, well 

balanced, and ready to tackle any sort of snowy adventure you throw its way.

NOTES THE DETAILS Introducing your new go-to jacket for any snowy adventure – the Trillium 

is built for resort skiers and riders who want to get more out of their gear. 

Carefully crafted for everything from chasing powder days to summiting Mount 

Washington, the Trillium is your seamless companion that moves between winter 

activities as easily as you do. 

Utilizing a sleek aesthetic while still prioritizing performance and cutting edge 

technology, the Trillium bridges the gap between a flattering fit and functional 

design. Our one-of-a-kind Magnetic Storm Flap is built to keep the cold out – 

and is a favorite on the slopes – while added features such as a Powder Skirt, 

Wrist Gaiters, and Articulated Sleeves provide versatility and comfort from first 

chair to sundown. Add in a Zippered Hand Warmer Pockets and Fully Sealed 

Seams, and you have a jacket that is built to withstand a winter full of everything 

from snow sports to cold summit pushes.

NOTES

AVAILABLE COLORS

 
  Navy

 
  Spectral Teal

AVAILABLE COLORS

 
  Grape Jam

 
  Poinciana

»  Waterproofing - 20,000mm

»  Breathability - 20,000 g/m2 

»  Waterproof 3-layer construction

    with PWC-free DWR Treatment

»  Two-Way Waterproof YKK® 

    Vislon Center Front Zipper

»  Zippered Hand-Warmer pocket

»  Zippered RFID Pass Pocket

»  Lycra Wrist Gaitors with

   Reinforced Thumb Holes

»  Dual Internal Mesh Drop Pockets

»  Magnetic Storm Flap

»  Powder Skirt

»  Helmet Compatible Hood

»  Articulated Sleeves for Maximum Mobility

»  Full Sealed Seams

 
  Minola Mint

 
  Syrah

»  Waterproofing - 20,000mm

»  Breathability - 20,000 g/m2 

»  Waterproof 3-layer construction

    with PWC-free DWR Treatment

»  Two-Way Waterproof YKK®  

    Vislon Center Front Zipper

»  Zippered Hand-Warmer pocket

»  Zippered RFID Pass Pocket

»  Lycra Wrist Gaitors with

   Reinforced Thumb Holes

»  Dual Internal Mesh Drop Pockets

»  Magnetic Storm Flap

»  Powder Skirt

»  Helmet Compatible Hood

»  Articulated Sleeves for Maximum Mobility

»  Full Sealed Seams
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MEN’S
BOXWOOD

3L SHELL BIB SKI PANTS

TECH SPECS

»  Waterproofing - 20,000mm

»  Breathability - 20,000 g/m²

»  Waterproof 3-Layer Fabric with

    PWC-Free DWR Treatment

»  Magnetic Storm Flap

»  Velcro® Waist Adjusters

»  Water Resistant YKK®  

   AquaGuard Coil Zippers

»  Adjustable Shoulder Straps

»  Stretch Panel For Comfortable Movement

»  “Rainbow” Two-Way Thigh Vent

»  Articulated Knees

»  Zippered Chest Pocket, 

    Offset For Maximum Utility

»  Anti-Slash Cuff Patches

»  Snow-Gaiters

WOMEN’S
MOONBEAM

3L SHELL BIB SKI PANTS

TECH SPECS

THE DETAILS If you’re wanting to spend your season splitting time between the resort and 

backcountry, few friends are more game than the Boxwood. Designed to help 

you take advantage of all that winter has to offer, this three-layer bib is your 

trusty sidekick for everything from first chair at the resort, to a winter summit in 

the White’s. The Boxwood is king of versatility and pairs a quiet fabric that offers 

superior waterproofing and breathability, with features such as a Stretch Panel 

and Articulated Knees for comfortable movement all day long.

Prioritizing multi-sport functionality, the Boxwood features a “Rainbow” Two 

Way Thigh Vent, Adjustable Shoulder Straps, and Built-In Snow Gaiters to keep 

you outside even during the biggest storms of the year. Our Magnetic Storm 

Flap is a crowd favorite at keeping the cold out, and the Zippered Chest Pocket 

is offset to ensure maximum utility no matter what you’re riding. 

From skiing, hiking, riding, or hunting – go ahead and plan snowy adventures 

all season long. The Boxwood brings the perfect balance of versatility and 

performance to powder days, and is up for the challenge of anything you have 

planned this season.

NOTES THE DETAILS Looking to hop between snow sports this season? Introducing your trusty sidekick 

for any sort of winter adventure you can dream up. The Moonbeam is designed 

with all day comfort in mind, and pairs top-of-the-line waterproofing with 

exceptional breathability to keep you out earning turns even during the biggest 

storms of the year.

The Moonbeam’s “Rainbow” Two-Way Thigh Vent offers maximum breathability, 

and the articulated knees and stretch panels provide comfortable movement all 

day long. The three-layer bib features both our crowd favorite Magnetic Storm 

Flap, and an offset Zippered Chest Pocket to ensure maximum utility no matter 

what you’re riding. Add in Adjustable Shoulder Straps and Anti-Slash Cuff Patches, 

and you have a tried and true piece of gear that is able to keep up all winter long. 

Go ahead and plan as many snow sports-filled weekends as you can fit into 

the season  – the Moonbeam is truly queen when it comes to both versatility 

and comfort, and is up for everything from deep mid-season powder to snowy 

spring days.

NOTES

AVAILABLE COLORS

 
  Elecrum Green

AVAILABLE COLORS

 
  Nimbus Grey

 
  Osyrus Black

 
  Cepheus Brown

 
  Osyrus Black

 
  Elecrum Green

»  Waterproofing - 20,000mm

»  Breathability - 20,000 g/m²

»  Waterproof 3-Layer Fabric with

    PWC-Free DWR Treatment

»  Magnetic Storm Flap

»  Velcro® Waist Adjusters

»  Water Resistant YKK® 

   AquaGuard Coil Zippers

»  Adjustable Shoulder Straps

»  Stretch Panel For Comfortable Movement

»  “Rainbow” Two-Way Thigh Vent

»  Articulated Knees

»  Zippered Chest Pocket, 

    Offset For Maximum Utility

»  Anti-Slash Cuff Patches

»  Snow-Gaiters
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Shown: Men’s Sorrel – Page 10
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ONE SMALL BUT

MIGHTY TEAM

Our team may be small – but we personally think that’s the most refreshing part about it. No run-

of-the-mill corporate employees here, only a group of adventurers who are as passionate about 

the outdoors as we are the gear we make. We are proud to be an independently owned small 

business, and strive for personal, genuine connections with our customers and retail partners alike. 

From dawn patrol to a brisk neighbor walk, our talented team values time outside above all else, and 

this dedication pours into every piece of gear that leaves our doors. We hope you can truly feel the 

passion that goes into every stitch, trim, and zipper, and keep this passion with you for winter seasons 

to come.

Terracea is truly a labor of love. We love what we do, love our beautiful state of New Hampshire, 

and love the gear we make. Getting to share this passion with our customers – and hopefully inspiring 

their next adventure – is what drives our team to push our gear to the next level.
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MEN’S
MAGNUS

INSULATOR JACKET

TECH SPECS WOMEN’S
VINDA

INSULATOR JACKET

TECH SPECS

THE DETAILS A lightweight insulator that can do it all? Say no more. The Magnus is a 

master at warmth and versatility when moving through winter sports and 

cold morning commutes alike. Whether you plan on skiing, riding, touring, 

or heading out on a chilly neighborhood walk, this trusty companion is 

game to go wherever and bound to keep you warm and comfortable 

along the way.

Premium ClusterLoft Synthetic Insulation ensures that the Magnus will retain 

its warmth even when wet, and signature features like Laser-Cut Underarm 

Venting and a Softshell Chest Pocket make this piece outshine the other 

insulating layers in your closet. Built for movement and designed to be 

comfortable with any pack, the Magnus is bound to be on heavy rotation 

throughout the winter and into colder spring days. 

Look no further for your next favorite grab-and-go jacket. The Magnus is 

lightweight, streamlined, and ready to tackle mountain adventures from 

heavy snow straight on through shoulder season.

NOTES THE DETAILS Created for the person who does it all, the Vinda is designed to keep you 

warm and comfortable on morning commutes and night skiing excursions 

alike. Planning to fill your winter with skiing, riding, touring, apres ski, or 

anything in between? The Vinda is up to the challenge and is unrivaled 

when it comes to warmth and comfort no matter the season.

Featuring incredibly lightweight Premium ClusterLoft Synthetic Insulation, 

the Vinda is streamlined yet efficient, and able to retain its warmth even 

when wet. Signature features like Laser-Cut Underarm Venting make this 

piece outshine the other insulating layers in your closet, and the large utility 

pocket allows easy access to your phone, beacon, and snacks. 

The Vinda is your go-to companion throughout the winter, and into chilly 

bluebird spring days. If you’re planning to do everything from cold 

neighborhood walks to winter summits this season, look no further for your 

new favorite grab-and-go jacket.

NOTES

AVAILABLE COLORS

 
  Spectral Teal

AVAILABLE COLORS

 
  Poinciana

 
  Osyrus Black

 
  Montreal Navy

 
  Osyrus Black

 
  Ivory

»  EcoCluster Synthetic Insulation

»  Mini Rip-Stop Fabric w/ DWR Treatment

»  Integrated Hood With Elastic Adjustment

»  Zippered Hand-Warmer Pockets

»  Raglan Sleeves For Pack Compatibility

   and Improved Mobility

»  Zippered Soft Shell Chest Pocket

»  Laser-Cut Perforated Underarm Vents

»  Dual Interior Drop Pockets

»  YKK® Coil Zippers

»  Hem Cinch Cord

»  EcoCluster Synthetic Insulation

»  Mini Rip-Stop Fabric w/ DWR Treatment

»  Integrated Hood With Elastic Adjustment

»  Zippered Hand-Warmer Pockets

»  Raglan Sleeves For Pack Compatibility

   and Improved Mobility

»  Zippered Soft Shell Chest Pocket

»  Laser-Cut Perforated Underarm Vents

»  Dual Interior Drop Pockets

»  YKK® Coil Zippers

»  Hem Cinch Cord
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MEN’S
NILUS

HEAVY DOWN PARKA

TECH SPECS

THE DETAILS Our warmest cold weather jacket for braving a nor’easter on your way 

into the office or for working the course at a Nordic ski event. The Nilus 

is the ultimate partner in staying warm when going inside simply isn’t an 

option. 

The best part? The Nilus is setting a new standard in sustainable down 

gear by using 100% recycled feathers. Material is gathered from sleeping 

bags, pillows, and worn out jackets to create an incredibly warm 650 

Fill Insulation, and then bundled up in our DWR treated outer layer. 

The Nilus not only leads the way in sustainable warmth, but prioritizes 

functionality with Zippered Utility Pockets, a Fold-Down Chin Guard, and 

Dual Handwarmer Pockets. 

Never miss an event because of the cold again – the Nilus is setting a new 

standard in warmth, sustainability, and functionality, and is ready to brace 

whatever storm you’re heading into next.

NOTES

WOMEN’S
JORDAN

HEAVY DOWN PARKA

TECH SPECS

THE DETAILS A round of applause for our warmest jacket for the coldest winter days. 

The Jordan Parka offers superior warmth for bone chilling New England 

commutes or a shield against the dropping temperatures for race directors 

and course attendants. 

The Jordan not only looks good, but it’s good for the planet too – 650 Fill 

Recycled Down is pulled from old sleeping bags, pillows, and worn out 

jackets to breathe new life into the feathers. Our sustainability sourced down 

is then stuffed into the Jordan’s outer layer and coated with DWR to ensure 

maximum waterproofing. As if standing out from the crowd in sustainability 

wasn’t enough, The Jordan is top of the line when it comes to functionality 

as well. Zippered Utility Pockets, a Fold-Down Chin Guard, and Dual 

Handwarmer Pockets ensure you never have to choose utility over warmth, 

and the Three-Quarter Parka Length helps keep warm air sealed into your 

core.

Sustainability sourced down and all day warmth? We can’t think of too many 

better combinations. The Jordan is tried, true, and ready to keep you outside 

all day long.

NOTES

»  Re-Down® 650 Fill Power Insulation,

    80/20 Down-Feather

»  100% Polyester Fabric w/ DWR Treatment

»  YKK® Aquaguard Vislon Waterproof

    Two-Way Front Zipper

»  Zippered Utility Chest Pocket

»  Dual Hand-Warmer Pockets

»  Fold-Down Chin Guard

»  Internal Hood Adjusters

AVAILABLE COLORS
 
  Basil Green

AVAILABLE COLORS

 
  Carbon  

  Basil Green

 
  Osyrus Black

»  Re-Down® 650 Fill Power Insulation,

    80/20 Down-Feather

»  100% Polyester Fabric w/ DWR Treatment

»  YKK® Aquaguard Vislon Waterproof

    Two-Way Front Zipper

»  Zippered Utility Chest Pocket

»  Dual Hand-Warmer Pockets

»  Fold-Down Chin Guard

»  Internal Hood Adjusters

»  Three-Quarters Body Length Fit
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MEN’S
CEDRON

TECHNICAL INSULATED PARKA

TECH SPECS

THE DETAILS NOTES

WOMEN’S
KANAI

TECHNICAL INSULATED PARKA

TECH SPECS

THE DETAILS NOTESLow-profile weather protection is what the Cedron does best. 

Don’t let the clean lines and understated styling fool you, this 

jacket is here to get you across town or across countries. 

With Primaloft insulation and 20k waterproofing, you’ll be ready 

for tomorrow’s commute or your next trek through alpine towns. 

This technical parka is designed to look elegant while hosting 

best-in-class tech specs. With these advancements, we’re proud 

to say that the Cedron is your do-it-all jacket. 

20k waterproofing, check. Primaloft Silver insulation, check. Style 

that is restrained yet sharp, double check.

 If you need to get somewhere in the cold months of the year, grab 

the Kanai to make sure you get there comfortably. This technical 

parka will be a show-stopper for your day to day needs in the 

coldest and wettest environments. Cheers to everyday comfort 

without sacrificing performance.

AVAILABLE COLORS

 
  London Navy

AVAILABLE COLORS

 
  Agate Grey

»  Waterproofing - 20,000mm

»  Breathability - 20,000 g/m²

»  Waterproof 2-Layer Construction 

    with PWC-free DWR

»  86% Polyester, 14% Spandex Fabric

»  Primaloft® Silver Eco Performance Insulation

»  YKK® Center Front Coil Zipper

»  Dual Hand-Warmer Pockets

»  Dual Utility Chest Pockets

»  Easy-Snap Cuff Wrist Adjusters

»  Articulated Sleeves for Optimal Mobility

»  Waterproofing - 20,000mm

»  Breathability - 20,000 g/m²

»  Waterproof 2-Layer Construction 

    with PWC-free DWR

»  86% Polyester, 14% Spandex Fabric

»  Primaloft® Silver Eco Performance Insulation

»  YKK® Center Front Coil Zipper

»  Dual Hand-Warmer Pockets

»  Dual Utility Chest Pockets

»  Easy-Snap Cuff Wrist Adjusters

»  Articulated Sleeves for Optimal Mobility
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INTRODUCING

TERRACEA GIVES

We are proud to announce our newest initiative aimed at both supporting disadvantaged 

communities, and taking additional burden off of the planet. Starting in 2023, our customers will be 

given the option to trade in a gently used jacket for a percentage off of a new piece of Terracea 

gear. The used jackets will be compiled into a gear library that will be available to donate to a 

number of our community partners like One Warm Coat and The Wish Project. The goal is to both 

provide warm jackets to others in need, and to support people from disadvantaged  households by 

donating the proper gear that allows them the opportunity to stay warm in the wintertime.

We design our jackets with the strength to hold up for countless seasons in the mountains, but if 

you’re wanting the newest style each season, Terracea Gives plans to also increase our sustainability 

efforts by providing an opportunity for our customers to donate gently gear instead of contributing 

to landfill waste.
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TERRACEA, INC.
19 Main Street #901

Seabrook, NH 03874

Terracea.com

info@terracea.com

TERRACEA SALES LEAD
Mike Arciero 

mike.arciero@terracea.com

AS A GROWING BRAND, WE ARE STRIVING
TO PRIORITIZE SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES 
INTO THE FOUNDATION OF WHO WE ARE

IN BRINGING THIS CATALOG TO LIFE, WE MADE INTENTIONAL DECISIONS
IN AN ATTEMPT TO REDUCE OUR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. THESE INCLUDE

    »  A small run of physical catalogs – with am emphasis on using digital formats where possible.

    »  Utilizing recycled paper for our printed catalog format.

    »  Opting for digital printing over offset to cut down on the waste and energy that occurs during  

        the proofing process.

    »  Joining1% For the Planet, a global network of businesses, individuals, and nonprofits that  

       donates funds to tackle the planet’s most pressing environmental issues.

    »  For every catalog we print a tree will be planted through One Tree Planted.

CONNECT WITH US


